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The multiplex relations between cities: a lexicon-based
approach to detect urban systems
Wang Tongjinga , Evert Meijersa and Huijuan Wangb

ABSTRACT
Cities relate to other cities in many ways, and much scholarly effort goes into uncovering those relationships. Building on
the principle that strongly related cities will co-occur frequently in texts, we propose a novel method to classify those
toponym co-occurrences using a lexicon-based text-mining method. Millions of webpages are analysed to retrieve
how 293 Chinese cities are related in terms of six types: industry, information technology, finance, research, culture
and government. Each class displays different network patterns, and this multiplexity is mapped and analysed. Further
refinement of this lexicon-based approach can revolutionize the study of inter-urban relationships.
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city networks; urban systems; multiplexity; toponym co-occurrence; text-mining
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1. INTRODUCTION

People and firms interact in many ways with each
other, and by no means are such interactions confined
to city boundaries (e.g., Capello, 2000; Derudder &
Taylor, 2018). At an aggregate level, cities are
embedded in fine-grained systems of relationships,
making them interdependent to such an extent that
what happens in one place has an impact on people
and firms in other connected cities. Over the last dec-
ades, five different schools of thought have emerged to
try to make sense of such networks between cities
(Peris et al., 2018).

A continuous, common challenge in this literature is
understanding how such city networks can actually be
measured, to then apply network analysis. As Neal
(2012, p. 2) observed, ‘whatever the relationships are and
whatever they connect, networks have a specific and obser-
vable content that can be studied’. It is generally acknowl-
edged that such city networks are multiplex in that they are
comprised of ‘multidirectional flows of not only economic
but also social, cultural, and environmental activities’
(Davoudi, 2008, p. 51). Each type of flow can be recog-
nized as a layer of the network, which coexists and inter-
acts with other layers, thereby creating network

multiplexity, and making the system of cities function in
a complex synergetic way.

A proper specification and measurement of network
multiplexity can provide a more comprehensive profile of
the complexity of our urban domain and can act as a
guide for urban policy and practice (Derudder & Neal,
2018). While most studies focus on just a single layer of
city networks, studies that do recognize multiplexity
(e.g., Berroir et al., 2017; Burger et al., 2014a; Hu et al.,
2020) show that patterns of specific types of networks
are often markedly different from other types. Burger
et al. (2014b) show that judging the strength of functional
coherence in a region depends highly on the scope and
type of functional links upon which such an analysis
rests. In other words: our understanding of networks
between cities, whether on a global or regional scale, is
very dependent upon the lens through which we assess
these networks.

One could argue that to address multiplexity in city
networks, it is a simple matter of combining data sets on
particular flows of people and goods. And no doubt this
is well possible for some countries or regions, using, for
example, (micro-)data from travel surveys or nowadays
point of interest (POI) data. But such datasets generally
cover only large cities and do not facilitate precise
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cross-border comparisons due to different standards used,
and since standards change regularly, the time period that
can be covered is mostly limited. More importantly, these
data only refer to tangible exchange or physical movements
in space (e.g., commuting is commonly studied), leaving
out non-physical flows, specifically, information flows.

Information flows refer to the exchange of knowledge,
ideas and sentiments expressed by people living in differ-
ent cities. Their shared information also represents an
essential type of city relationship as it reflects how individ-
uals think, communicate, behave and respond to people
living in other cities. While information flows can be
hardly captured by typical physical movements, it is
often obtainable from texts, such as books, narratives
and interviews.

Information flows can be extracted by content analysis.
Very promising with regards to retrieving and exploring
city networks is the summative content analysis method,
particularly the collocation analysis (Mello, 2002). It
involves summarizing the co-appearance of specific
words or content in texts: the more words or phrases co-
occur, the more they are related. A straightforward
approach is to search for toponym co-occurrences, and
that is based on the assumption that places or regions
that are more strongly related will co-occur more often
in a text corpus (Callon et al., 1983; Devriendt et al.,
2011; Tobler & Wineburg, 1971). While some of these
co-occurrences will capture actual interactions, other topo-
nym co-occurrences should be considered partly as ‘sym-
bolic’, as the collocation of words represents sometimes
abstract and non-tangible interactions, which are then
hard to interpret (Watts, 2004). Admittedly, any individ-
ual co-appearance of city names may be trivial, but the
aggregated pattern holds great value as their accumulation
can capture, generalize, and highlight the strength of hid-
den relatedness between cities.

Burger et al. (2014b) stated that an important criterion
to evaluate methods for identifying city networks is
whether they are capable of dealing with multiplexity. So
far, the toponym co-occurrence approach has mainly
focused on establishing the strength of intercity relation-
ships, but hardly on identifying different types of the
relationships or their meaning (Meijers & Peris, 2019;
Watts, 2004). The exact nature of the co-occurrence of
place names remains unclear, therefore. Salvini and Fabri-
kant (2016) and Hu et al. (2017) are interesting excep-
tions, but can rely on classifications (shared links or tags)
present in the underlying text corpus. However, being reli-
ant on pre-existing classifications leaves little flexibility,
while such classifications are often absent in unstructured
texts. It seems fair to assume that this toponym co-occur-
rence method will only gain prominence if it is able to sub-
stantiate what relationships between cities are about. So
far, the initial attempts byMeijers and Peris (2019) to clas-
sify place name co-occurrences on webpages by using a
supervised machine-learning algorithm trained to identify
predefined categories were not yet very accurate. Such
machine-learning-based methods may take a long time
to reach the human ability to understand texts (Baeza-

Yates et al., 2016). This paper aims to fill this gap by
exploring how toponym co-occurrences in unstructured
texts can be classified, thereby providing new insights in
the multiplexity of urban systems.

The objective of this paper is to develop and apply a
novel approach to classifying relationships between cities
that are derived from toponym co-occurrences in texts.
The ambition of implementing such an approach is to
give further meaning to the idea that city networks are
multiplex, or in other words, that the pattern of relations
between cities varies according to the type of relationship
that is being considered. This lexicon-based approach sub-
stantiates the normal toponym co-occurrence method by
adding a classification method of the otherwise relatively
abstract relationships. In essence, our approach involves
collocation analysis: we pair the toponym co-occurrence
with words that capture particular types of relationships.
To give a simple example: if two city names co-occur
with words such as ‘match’, ‘scored’ and ‘goal’, such a
city relationship could be labelled as ‘sports’. This method
therefore combines the deductive and summative content
analysis methods as it uses a predefined collection of
words and phrases to represent the topic of each text con-
tent (deductive content analysis), and counts the occur-
rence of these predefined words and phrases to identify
content patterns (summative content analysis). As such,
this lexicon-based method builds on the keyness concept
(Scott, 1999), which aims to identify the aboutness of
the text using a set of semantically related words. The
underlying reasoning is that the content of a text can be
interpreted by the use of words whose frequencies have a
statistically significant difference from those same words
that are used in another context (Culpeper, 2009).

Empirically, we will focus on China. We are curious
whether the unbalanced development, strongly weighted
toward the coastal regions, is associated with unequal rep-
resentation in particular relationships (Li & Wu, 2012;
Zhang & Peck, 2016). Another important reason is that
China does not yet have the geo-relational data on a
national level as commonly used in the Western world.
While much of the literature has explored city relation-
ships using trade data to commuting, to migration flows,
to leisure/tourism flows, to goods being transported, and
telecommunication, few data on how cities relate to each
other are actually publicly accessible. Data availability
makes previous studies on the multiplexity of China either
focused on a limited number of top-level cities at the
national level (Lao et al., 2016) or only on a more detailed
regional level, such as the Yangtze River Delta (YRD)
(Cao et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020). A comparative
advantage of using the Chinese language is that it avoids
some of the semantic ambiguation that results from the
use of Latin letters by different Indo-European languages,
as Chinese letters are used in the Chinese language only.
Second, Chinese words lack plural or gender forms, so it
is practically easier for searching words in text corpora.

Next to filling this empirical gap of investigating city
network multiplexity at the Chinese national scale, this
paper aims to have broader theoretical and methodological
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relevance. Theoretically, we add to the emerging debate on
the multiplexity of intercity networks. Methodologically,
we further advance the toponym co-occurrence method
by introducing a method to classify the types of relation-
ships that are obtained.

The paper is structured as follows. Next, we review
Chinese city network multiplexity studies and applications
of the toponym co-occurrence method (section 2). We
then present our method, detailing the steps taken in the
research process (section 3). We map and analyse the simi-
larity between different network layers at the national level
(section 4). Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the
pros and cons of this lexicon-based method and reflect
on how this method can be successfully implemented in
future studies (section 5).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Network multiplexity
Network multiplexity refers to the phenomenon that
nodes (cities) are related to each other in many different
ways, for instance in social, economic and cultural dimen-
sions. Studies have evaluated city networks using multiple
types of relationships at different scales. On the global
scale, studies generally focus on air transport (Derudder
& Witlox, 2005), export (Hidalgo & Hausmann, 2009)
and Globalisation andWorld Cities (GaWC) interlocking
firm models (Derudder et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2012). At
the national and regional scales, commuting transport
flows, high-speed railway and scientific collaboration net-
works dominate (Burger et al., 2011; Cao et al., 2021; Liu
et al., 2016). In studies at the city scale exploring the net-
work between districts, POI location data are gaining
popularity (Jiang et al., 2015), such as locations from
smartphone applications (An et al., 2019) and telephone
calls (Järv et al., 2012). Choices to use particular types of
data are often driven by data availability.

Comparing empirical studies that focus on a single type
of city relationships can shed light on the multiplexity of
city networks. For instance, studies using the high-speed
railroad network in China (Liu et al., 2020; Yang et al.,
2019) show that the best connected cities are usually geo-
graphically close, for example, Beijing–Tianjin (125 km)
and Guangzhou–Shenzhen (136 km). However, Pan
et al. (2020), who constructed a financial centre network
based on the interlocking network model, show that Beij-
ing–Shenzhen (2175 km) and Beijing–Shanghai
(1214 km) are the most strongly connected cities in
China. It is exactly for these diverging outcomes that scho-
lars have argued that studying only one type of relationship
can hardly give a comprehensive profile of the relation-
ships between cities, and this may ultimately have conse-
quences for the effectiveness of policy (Burger et al.,
2014a).

Another reason to consider the multiplexity of inter-
urban relationships is because different factors explain
the variation in network patterns. Zhang et al. (2020)
examined the determinants of three types of city networks
in the YRD using transportation infrastructure, business

interactions and mobility data. They found that different
determinants exist in each network: the infrastructure net-
work is significantly correlated with landform patterns,
and the mobility network is more associated with popu-
lation and distance, while gross domestic product (GDP)
and administrative relationships are the main determi-
nants of the business. In addition, studies also have
shown that large cities are likely to be more dependent
on international networks while smaller cities benefit
more from regional networks (Meijers et al., 2016).

2.2. Content analysis methods
Extracting and analysing information content is not new.
The earliest content analysis can be traced to the 18th cen-
tury (Rosengren, 1981). Nowadays this type of method is a
widely used analytic technique to investigate myriads of
information generated in the digital era.

Classical content analysis methods involve assigning
codes to words and phrases to capture the text topic,
help summarize the results and interpret meaning from
the text content. According to the way of coding, tra-
ditional content analysis can be roughly classified into
three approaches: deductive, inductive and summative
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). A deductive approach applies
a predetermined set of codes to identify the content of
the text, but an inductive approach creates codes based
on the text content itself, subject to the analyser’s under-
standing of the content. A summative approach involves
statistical tools to count and compare certain keywords
or content.

Previous research on toponym co-occurrence often
uses the text whose content actually has been classified
and labelled. This is more of an inductive approach, as
the label is based on the generator understanding of the
content. For instance, based on the similarity of user
tag-generated tags of the articles, Salvini and Fabrikant
(2016) quantified the relationships between cities using
the number of shared articles from Wikipedia articles
and classified the city relationship. A similar classification
approach was conducted in the news by Hu et al. (2017),
who extracted the toponym co-occurrence from news
articles of The Guardian, and then classified them by com-
bining semantic-related news tags of the articles. Such a
method is useful when there exist tags identifying the
topic, but such a method is hard to conduct for unstruc-
tured text without tags.

A big advantage of the summative approach is its capa-
bility of analysing the content of massive unstructured text
by identifying the keyness of the text, a selection of seman-
tically related words that appear significantly less often in
other texts. This method assumes that the specific linguis-
tic choices a producer of a text makes indicates what the
producer think (Scott, 1999). For example, Schuckert
et al. (2015) identify articles related to tourism online
reviews through relevant keyword selection, and Song
et al. (2016) identify top topic public–private partnership
projects based on keyword frequency. This method is
especially suitable for massive unstructured internet texts.
For instance, studies involving analysing social media
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texts (Chew & Eysenbach, 2010) often use hashtags to
select relevant messages and treat the number of hashtag
occurrences as an indicator of the popularity of an event.

Similar analysis can also be applied to deduct a word
relationship by its co-occurrence (Gregory et al., 2015;
Porter et al., 2015). Content in text does not consist
of isolated words, but of coherent, interdependent utter-
ances, forming a structured story (Baxter & Montgom-
ery, 1996; Griffin, 1993). Thus, it is possible to infer
relationship between words based on their tendency to
co-occur in the same text. Frequency of co-occurrence
is a reflection of the extent to which a bundle of
words is stored and used as a prefabricated chunk
(Biber et al., 1999). In other words, a bundle of words
with higher frequency are more likely to be stored
than those with lower frequency.

More specifically, this relationship analysis based on
co-occurrence is called collocation analysis. It counts and
interprets the co-appearance of two or more entity
names as the degree of relevance between the entities.
Three measures determine the meaning and the strength
of the relationship between the entities (Baker et al.,
2008): the frequency of the appearance of the entity
names, the frequency of where the entities collocate and
the frequency of how they collocate. This is because the
collocation of words provides not only ‘a semantic analysis
of a word’ (Sinclair & Sinclair, 1991), but also risks con-
veying implicit messages (Hunston, 2002). Many studies
have used this method to identify relationships, such as
searching for the co-appearance of two universities in aca-
demic searching engines (Fanelli et al., 2015), searching
for the co-appearance of city and disease-related keywords
in the registrar-general’s reports (Porter et al., 2015), and
searching for the co-appearance of refugees and their con-
cerns in British news articles (Baker et al., 2008). In con-
clusion, the lexicon-driven approach has been used
extensively for content classification and relevance
detection.

Turning to urban systems, counting the co-appearance
of two city names has shown great potential to retrieve
inter-urban relationships. Studies have found that the
toponym co-occurrence frequency between two places
mirrors their ‘relatedness’ in the real world in some aspects
(Vaughan & You, 2010). For example, Liu et al. (2014)
used the toponym co-occurrence method to investigate
the relationship between provinces with data collected
from Baidu. They found proximate provinces have similar
network patterns, and the network pattern classification of
provinces generally agrees with the widely accepted econ-
omic zoning schema in China. Later, Zhong et al. (2017)
applied complex network methods on the toponym co-
occurrence results to evaluate city network positions.
They found that the frequency of toponym co-occurrence
is only weakly correlated with the distance between the
two cities, but strongly correlated with administrative
hierarchical distance. Besides investigating the toponym
co-occurrence relationship patterns, experiments that
combine this relationship with traditional data have been
explored as well.

3. METHOD

3.1. A lexicon-based classification approach
In this paper we apply content analysis methods, more
specifically a lexicon-based classification approach, to clas-
sify relationships between cities that have been found
using the toponym co-occurrence method. A big advan-
tage of such an approach is that this classification method
can be applied to any text corpus and be tailored to any
specific demand. But the approach will always involve
these four steps:

1) Text corpus selection.
2) Preparation of lexicons containing sets of words where

each lexicon captures a particular type of relationship.
3) Extraction of the relative frequencies with which words

from each type of relationship appear from the text in
order to categorize each text included in the corpus.
The relative frequency indicates the extent to which
the content is related to that type. For example, if a
text contains five words relating to finance, three
words relating to politics and two words relating to cul-
ture, then the relative frequencies are considered as 0.5
finance, 0.3 politics and 0.2 culture.

4) Building the database on relationships between cities.
For each pair of cities that co-occurs in a text, we
sum these frequencies across all texts in which these
two city names co-appear for each type of relationship,
and assign these frequencies as the link weight between
the city pair in that type.

Below, we detail steps 1 and 2. For steps 3 and 4,
we will focus on the outcomes, and hence discuss these in
section 4.

3.2. Step 1: Text corpus selection
An important question is which text corpus is being used,
as this is likely to affect outcomes to a considerable extent.
Recent applications of the toponym co-occurrence method
have used Wikipedia (Neal, 2012; Salvini & Fabrikant,
2016), newspapers (Hu et al., 2017; Janc, 2015; Zhong
et al., 2017) or websites found through search engines
such as Google and Baidu to explore web content
(Devriendt et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014). However, as
indicated by Meijers and Peris (2019), search engines or
a single newspaper source all suffer from potential biases
and are not necessarily sufficiently representative to obtain
a comprehensive view. Instead of focusing on a single text
source, they preferred the Common Crawl web archive.
Common Crawl is one of the largest publicly available
web archives, a monthly updated snapshot of all websites,
and providing terabytes of internet data, including billions
of raw webpages in more than 100 languages. More than
half of its webpages are from top-level domains.

Therefore, we used the Common Crawl web archive
as our preliminary data source to avoid selection bias.
We extracted a 139 Gigabyte text corpus containing
91 million Chinese webpages from the April 2019
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Common Crawl database using a Hadoop-based frame
on a 1080 CPU cluster from the Amazon Elastic
Map/Reduce infrastructure. The detailed corpus extrac-
tion processing and corpus statistics are presented in
Tongjing et al. (2022), which also explains the choice
for the 293 cities in China at prefecture administration
or higher and includes a link to the (open) data we cre-
ated. We consider all websites on which we find two or
more of these 293 Chinese placenames.

3.3. Step 2: Types of relationships and their
lexicons
Since our interest is in identifying inter-urban relation-
ships related to economic activities, we select six types by
building on terms from the China Standard Industrial
Classification of Economic Activities (GB/T 4754-
2017), a procedure that helps avoid the risk of subjective
selection bias. This standard classifies economic activities
into three main sectors and each sector is divided into sev-
eral subsectors. Each economic activity in the standard is
described in a single word or phrase.

Given our focus on cities, we selected the economic
activities from the secondary and tertiary sectors and
omitted the primary sector (agriculture, forestry and fish-
ery), because they are largely non-urban activities. We
selected all economic activities in the secondary sector as
representative of ‘industry’ type relationships. To obtain
greater detail and clearer classification results for the ter-
tiary sector, we subdivided this sector into five subsectors
of tertiary economic activities: information technology
(IT); finance; research (scientific research and technical
service); culture (publishing, sports and entertainment);
and government management. Some example words or
phrases used for each subsector in the standard are listed
below to illustrate how our lexicon-based approach
works and to provide an idea of what economic activities
are included in each subsector:

. IT: e.g., ‘information transfer’, ‘telecom’, ‘Internet’,
‘software’, ‘information technology’.

. Finance: e.g., ‘finance’, ‘monetary finance’, ‘capital mar-
ket’, ‘insurance’.

. Research: ‘scientific method, ‘research, ‘quality inspec-
tion’, ‘technological application’.

. Culture: ‘sports’, ‘entertainment’, ‘news’, ‘media’, ‘publi-
cation’, ‘broadcast’, ‘movie’.

. Government: ‘social security’, ‘social organization’,
‘social working’, ‘communist party’.

Admittedly, some of the words that are in the standard
may not be used commonly in China, and economic

activity can also be described often by more than the
one word provided in the standard, so we enlarged the
keyword set by adding words that are semantically
related to the keywords in the standard, creating a
more comprehensive collection. To find semantically
related words of a given word, a natural language proces-
sing (NLP) technique called word embedding is used.
This technique measures the relatedness of words or
phrases by mapping them into multidimensional vectors
based on their relationships in the documents (Bengio
et al., 2003). In this paper, we selected a word embed-
ding corpus from Tencent AI Lab (Song et al., 2018),
which is a 16.75 GB dataset that has measured the
relationship of over 8 million Chinese words and phrases
using a directional skip-gram model by covering a large
amount of domain-specific words or slang terms from
news, webpages and novels, and by including phrases
from Wikipedia and Baidu Baike (a Chinese version of
Wikipedia). This model relies on word co-occurrence
within the local context and word sequence. The seman-
tic similarity between two words was calculated using the
cosine similarity of their corresponding embedding vec-
tors. To optimize the number of semantic words that
relate to economic activities and reduce the probability
of words appearing in more than one type, we selected
the threshold of similarity at 0.5. Then we cleaned the
resulting dataset by making sure that keywords are
associated with just one (in our view the most logical)
type. Some descriptives on the number of words per
type and the method of adding them to their lexicon
are presented in Table 1. The Chinese terms we used
(with translation) are listed in Appendix A in the sup-
plemental data online.

As can be seen in Table 1, the NLP extension substan-
tially increases the number of words for each category, but
to different degrees. The size of the ‘bag of words’ for the
finance sector increases by 10.8 times, for the industry sec-
tor it is 7.7 times. This does not make up for the consider-
able difference in sizes of the lexicons for the different
categories. Nevertheless, this does not mean that it is
more likely that we will find more toponym co-occurrences
for the industry sector, as what matters is the frequency of
appearance of words, which differs substantially. Using
very specific, smaller text corpora will influence those fre-
quencies more than a broad corpus like the web archive
employed here. Nevertheless, some care should be taken
when comparing, which is why we focus predominantly
on relative strengths, network patterns more generally
and especially the spatial pattern of each type of network
of relationships.

Table 1. Number of words in the lexicons for types of relationships.
Number of words … Industry IT Finance Research Culture Government

From the standard 81 10 5 7 11 12

After NLP expansion 629 71 54 56 119 111

Note: IT, information technology; NLP, natural language processing.
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4. RESULTS

4.1. General multiplexity between network
layers
For each pair of cities, we considered all websites on which
the names of these cities co-occur, and the text of these
websites was used to determine whether or not it was
about one of our six categories, and if so, to what degree.
These relative frequencies for a particular type were then
summed for each pair of cities, and this is the link weight
of the city pair in that type. The resulting pattern of co-
occurrences was captured as a network layer. To assess
the multiplexity of the national city network, we calculate
the correlation between any two layers. Specifically, we
used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient to measure
the strength and direction of the association between
two layers (Table 2), rather than Pearson’s linear corre-
lation coefficient, which requires a normal distribution
dataset.

While correlation coefficients always leave some
room for normative interpretation, we would consider
those correlations to be not extremely high (> 0.9),
and even rather low between several types of city
relationships in some cases. This illustrates the necessity
to consider the multilayer city network instead of a
single layer network. Each type of relationship usually
shows a higher correlation with two or three other
types and a lower correlation with the others. For
example, ‘industrial’ relationships between cities are
highly correlated with ‘IT’ and ‘research’ relationships,
perhaps because technology is central to their function-
ing. The pattern of industry relationships is least corre-
lated with relationships that are traditionally more
associated with a service economy, for example, ‘finance’,
‘government’ and ‘culture’. The pattern of relationships
for especially ‘finance’ and ‘government’ is particularly
dissimilar, but the ‘finance’ relationships are also less
similar to those in ‘IT’ and ‘industry, suggesting that
the finance network layer is on average most dissimilar
to the other types, perhaps because the command-and-
control centres of financial institutions are relatively
concentrated in a handful of cities. Beyond finance, a
low correlation is also found for ‘culture’ and ‘govern-
ment’, which is perhaps surprising too as capital cities
tend to have been ‘consumer cities avant la lettre’,
endowed with a surplus of cultural amenities (Cardoso
& Meijers, 2016). This analysis of relations involving

all 42,778 city pairs studied here suggests already that
different types of relations show quite different network
patterns.

4.2. Multiplexity in the top relationships
To show more details of the multiplexity in the Chinese
urban system, we narrowed it down to the top-100
relationships with the highest linkage weight in each
layer, as mapping information on 42,778 pairs of cities
would render these maps unreadable. The mapped results
are presented in Figure 1, where the darker links reoccur
more often in the top-100 of the six types of relationships.
Orange links indicates that the pair of cities only occurs in
the top-100 of just one or two types of relationship and a
black line means that this city pair appears in the top-100
of all or five out of the six layers.

The main overlapping network pattern (black links)
of the six types of relationships is between YRD in
the east, Pearl River Delta (PRD) in the south, and
the cities Beijing and Tianjin in the north, Chengdu,
Chongqing in the west, and Wuhan in the middle.
This aggregates to a diamond structure. This diamond
structure is also observed in previous research, using
top company headquarters–subsidiary relationships
(Jiang et al., 2017) or airline transportation networks
(Lao et al., 2016). The industry, IT and finance layers
are more concentrated in this overlapping area; and the
research layer has more unique links than other types
of relationships do, and is spatially more expanded,
which includes the north-western city Lanzhou in
Gansu province for instance. However, in general, cities
in the western part are excluded, as they do not reach
the threshold for inclusion probably due to their limited
size and economic importance.

The absolute link weight also varies significantly
within the top shared city relationships in the six cat-
egories. Table 3 shows the top-five strongest relationships
between cities in each category in absolute terms.

As shown in Table 3, Beijing–Shanghai has the stron-
gest relationship in all categories but the strength still dif-
fers considerably – their relationship in culture is roughly
13 times stronger than that in industry, despite the lexicon
for industry being much larger.

We also counted the number of cities in the top-
100 relationships of each layer and calculated the net-
work density, respectively. The network density is a
measure of the number of relationships compared to

Table 2. Spearman’s rank correlation between different layers in weight.
Industry IT Finance Research Culture Government

Industry 1.000

IT 0.887 1.000

Finance 0.757 0.754 1.000

Research 0.893 0.878 0.753 1.000

Culture 0.802 0.858 0.899 0.823 1.000

Government 0.795 0.802 0.622 0.896 0.743 1.000

Note: IT, information technology.
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the maximum possible number of relationships, which
is defined as:

Density = 2× m

n(n− 1)

where n is the number of cities connected; and m is the
number of relationships.

Within the top-100 relationships, the patterns vary
with the number of cities and network density. The result
is shown in Table 4. The ‘number of cities’ presents how
many different cities are included in the top-100 of
relationships per network layer.

The top-100 research and the government relation-
ships are all between high-level administration cities,
which generally are innovation and decision-making

powerhouses (Li & Wu, 2012; Ma, 2005). However,
they show opposite network patterns. The research
relationships have the highest network density with the
lowest number of cities included, but the government
relationships are exactly the opposite, involving more
cities, but with a lower network density. The rest fall in
between.

4.3. Multiplexity in terms of population and
distance effects
So far we have focused on the strongest relationships in
absolute terms, but it is obviously not a surprising find to
see that the largest cities top the rankings as this is not
necessarily a reflection of strong network embeddedness,
but may simply come forward from their size. To evaluate

Figure 1. Networks between cities in different categories.
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multiplexity in more relative terms, we use the gravity
model to examine how the relationships relate with the
population and distance. The gravity model in geography
is a commonly used method for estimating the pattern of
intercity relationships by taking into account the popu-
lation size and distance between cities, and this allows to
compare the effects of population and distance on fre-
quency of co-occurrences (Meijers & Peris, 2019).

The population data were gathered from the 2019
China provincial statistical yearbooks. The results of the
gravity model are shown in Table 5.

The results in Table 5 show that the network pattern of
the six types of relationships are all explained by popu-
lation sizes and distances between cities, but the overall
level of the adjusted R2 is not that high for applications
of the gravity model. Apparently, other factors beyond
size and distance also play an important role in forging
relationships. We can also see that there are quite con-
siderable differences in the adjusted R2 for the different
types of networks. Especially the financial and cultural
relationships are much less explainable by population
and distance than the others. Zooming in on individual
factors, the coefficient of distance (ln) shows that the gov-
ernment relationships between cities decay much faster
with distance than the other types of relationships,
whereas the population factors are less important for
finance relationships than they are for other relationships.
Table 6 compares observed, absolute values with relative
values as predicted by the gravity model, which is
expressed in a percentage more or less than expected.

As can be seen in Table 6, the gravity model underes-
timates the strength of the relationships between the main
Chinese cities, and the strength of these relationships is
much stronger than expected. Most of the top relation-
ships in relative terms are the same as those in the top
toponym co-occurrence relationships in absolute terms
(Table 3). However, it is interesting to note that some
relatively small (by Chinese standards) and peripheral
cities in the research category (Lanzhou, Kunming and
Shenyang) are well embedded in networks. Newcomers
in the government category include Macau and Hong
Kong.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As a summative content analysis method, the toponym co-
occurrence approach has great potential to reconstruct
intercity network structures; however, the precise meaning
of such relationships remains somewhat unclear, and one
needs to embrace the basic underlying assumption that
when two place names are frequently mentioned in one
breath, this suggests that they are strongly related. Note
that this is the standard assumption underlying all appli-
cations of text analysis. While the reliability of our
approach primarily rests on following common and vali-
dated procedures in collocation analysis, the fact that the
network patterns for different types of relationships
obtained corresponds to some extent with the gravityTa
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model is reassuring, as is our finding that general patterns
found correspond with results of other studies.

Deriving relationships between cities from toponym
co-occurrences in text corpora has huge potentials in
that it can be applied in situations where traditional data
is not even available. Moreover, it overcomes weaknesses
of traditional data sources, for instance by providing a uni-
form and harmonized method to analyse cross-border
relationships, or because it can be applied to places (or
regions, or countries, or firms, etc.) of any size, which
sample data often cannot. This paper aimed to stimulate
further discussion on the toponym co-occurrence method,
and provides one of the first attempts to give more mean-
ing to those co-occurrences by classifying them, and as a
result capture and explore network multiplexity. Rather
than suggesting machine-learning approaches, we pro-
posed a lexicon-based classification approach, which
means that we considered texts in which two cities were
both mentioned and tried to make sense of how they
were related by examining the context in which they
were mentioned. Using this lexicon-based approach we
could zoom in on six broad categories of relationships.
As broad or very specific lexicons can be developed and
adapted to fit with every possible research problem, the
main result of this paper is obviously showing that such
an approach is possible indeed, which opens up a plethora
of possible future research. Regarding the risk of toponym
ambiguity, we have tried to use keywords that are less

ambiguous, hence with only one meaning, or with just
one very dominant meaning. If the chosen words have
only one dominant meaning, the risk of content ambigua-
tion will be low, as research (Guo et al., 2007; Lucas, 1999)
shows that although the actual meaning of a word depends
on the context, this context effect has only a limited effect
if the word has a dominant meaning.

The principle of our method is based on the commonly
used collocation analysis in linguistic and data science
analysis – in a large corpus the frequency of co-appearance
of keywords can imply the relationship strength between
these keywords, ignoring the actual text structure. This
rule is not limited to a specific language as such method
has been successfully applied in English (Gregory et al.,
2015), Dutch (Meijers & Peris, 2019), French (Baker &
Vessey, 2018) and Chinese (Liu et al., 2014), for instance.
The methodological innovation of our paper is that we
advanced the traditional collocation analysis by grouping
it with a bag of semantically related keywords, and this
tagging allows to classify a relationship between a pair of
cities. This basic principle can be applied in any language,
and one can choose very specific keywords to detail
relationships between places, regions or countries. There-
fore, we believe this method has wide application
potential.

Here, we were mainly interested in showing the multi-
plexity of interurban relationships in China, one of the
many countries where national level data on relations

Table 4. Network density of the top 100 relationships.
Industry IT Finance Research Culture Government

Number of cities 22 22 21 18 23 26

Density 0.43 0.43 0.47 0.65 0.40 0.31

Note: IT, information technology.

Table 5 Estimation results based on the gravity model.
Industry IT Finance Research Culture Government

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Intercept 9.180

(0.040)***

9.472

(0.030)***

10.849

(0.034)***

6.219

(0.052)***

11.252

(0.032)***

4.938

(0.057)***

Pop.A (ln) 0.233

(0.003)***

0.191

(0.002)***

0.125

(0.003)***

0.304

(0.003)***

0.160

(0.003)***

0.346

(0.004)***

Pop.B (ln) 0.216

(0.003)***

0.163

(0.002)***

0.118

(0.003)***

0.260

(0.004)***

0.147

(0.003)***

0.268

(0.004)***

Distance (ln) −0.055
(0.003)***

−0.040
(0.002)***

−0.032
(0.002)***

−0.068
(0.004)***

−0.041
(0.002)***

−0.143
(0.004)***

Adjusted R2 0.352 0.379 0.132 0.380 0.227 0.365

F-statistics 7745 8695 2177 8736 4198 8182

Root MSE 0.342 0.255 0.352 0.408 0.320 0.491

N 42,778 42,778 42,778 42,778 42,778 42,778

Note: IT, information technology; MSE, mean square error.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses. P-values: ***0; **0.001; and *0.01.
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between cities is largely missing. A diamond-shaped struc-
ture of relationships characterizes the urban system of
China, and this structure is anchored on the YRD in the
east, PRD in the south, the cities Beijing and Tianjin in
the north, Chengdu, Chongqing in the west, and
Wuhan in the centre, which are the economic power-
houses. However, we also showed that network patterns
of different types of relationships differ substantially
from each other, and this calls for prudence in making
bold claims on the structure of urban systems when
these are based on the analysis of just one type of relation-
ship. For instance, we found that city relationships in gov-
ernment decay much faster than other types which
suggests that governmental collaborations are often
restricted to nearby cities. Especially the patterns of
research relationships differ, involving fewer cities, but
creating stronger relationships. The government network
pattern involves more cities, but these are more loosely
related. Likewise, patterns in finance and culture follow
the regularities of the gravity model much less than the
other types. Yet, while this paper highlights the necessity
of revealing the multiplexity of city networks, our results
actually also show that each type of relationship is not
completely independent from some other types of
relations.

Toponym co-occurrences can revolutionize the study
of city networks, certainly now that we can distinguish
more specific types of relationships rather than just the
overall strength of a relationship. While we used rather
general categories here, future research needs to concen-
trate on the suitability of a lexicon-based approach using
much more specific keywords to retrieve very specific
types of relationships. As such, the lexicon-based approach
provides more flexibility than supervised machine-learning
techniques. Research could also address an omission in our
approach, namely not taking into account the text struc-
ture yet, such as the separation between the place where
toponyms occur in a text; for instance, it probably makes
a difference whether they are mentioned in the same sen-
tence, or whether there are ten sentences in between. We
also recommend using different types of text corpora, and
pay more attention to how texts develop. One drawback of
our use of a web archive is that larger cities may be dispro-
portionally more mentioned on webpages than smaller
cities which could be an alternative explanation for our
finding that the relative strength of relationships between
the main Chinese cities is many times higher than we
would expect based on gravity modelling. What the
trend is in this regard is yet unknown, and it would be
interesting to see time series of toponym co-occurrences
for different types of relations. The quality of an analysis
based on co-occurrences ultimately rests on the quality
of a text corpus. We recommend using more specific or
targeted text corpora now that we have tried broad web
archives. The comparison should indicate whether results
remain largely similar or not. Insofar these other measures
are good proxies themselves, a certain correspondence of
the results would further enhance credibility of the lexi-
con-based approach. Research could also concentrate onTa
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comparisons with network patterns obtained through
more traditional methods, for example, human migration
data and capital flow data. Despite the challenges still
ahead, we are convinced that the toponym co-occurrence
method can spark a new perspective in studying city net-
works in the digital era.
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